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Kärcher’s B 95 RS step-on scrubber drier makes floor 
cleaning a walk in the park. The ergonomic standing 
position and intuitive operating controls make it simple 
and comfortable to use.

STEP-ON SCRUBBER DRIER 
B 95 RS

�� All machine functions can be 

simply controlled with the Kärcher 

Easy Switch. Eco!efficiency mode 

automatically reduces the power 

consumption of the machine 

resulting in prolonged runtimes.

Program selector switch with 

eco!efficiency

�� Detergent can be automatically 

and precisely metered from the 

on-board detergent bottle into 

the clean water. With accurate 

adjustments between 0-3%, 

operators no longer have to 

worry about manually calculating 

how much detergent to use. 

DOSE generates cost saving and 

protecting the environment in one.

Automatic detergent dosing

�� Elevated standing position gives 

the operator a better view of the 

surroundings as well as a clear view 

of the cleaning process. This means 

increased safety and better cleaning 

results.

360º overview

�� Functions clearly illustrated by large 

graphical display. Operators need 

little training;  Kärcher’s Intelligent 

Key system (KIK) sets personalised 

machine parameters including speed, 

detergent and water rates, brush 

pressure and language - allowing the 

operator to focus on cleaning.

Efficient and easy to use

Technical Specification
Step-on scrubber drier B 95 RS

Working width (mm): 650 - 750

Fresh/Dirty water tank capacity (l): 95

Max area performance (m2/h): 3,000

Speed (km/h): 6



Interchangeable Heads

Kärcher’s interchangeable 
head system means one 
machine can be used for 
different cleaning tasks. 
Switch between roller or 
brush head, in different 
widths. Clean anything from 
a showroom to a workshop 
with the same machine.

Microfibre Technology

Microfibre pads and rollers 
are available for all Kärcher 
scrubber driers. They 
offer increased cleaning 
performance (up to 7 
times faster) and in many 
cases remove the need for 
detergents.

Roller Brushes

Roller brushes offer 
excellent cleaning results by 
combining high friction and 
high contact pressure.

Roller Pads

Kärcher’s wide range of 
roller pads are ideal for 
deep cleaning and removal 
of very stubborn dirt from a 
variety of floor types.

Cleaning Agents

Using the right cleaning 
agent to suit your floor type 
and usage will save money, 
improve appearance and 
increase the life of the floor. 
Kärcher cleaning agents are 
highly concentrated and 
deliver amazing results.

Spray Bottle

A tough, pump-action spray 
bottle featuring a brass 
nozzle for easy application 
of detergents straight onto 
the surface being cleaned.

Disc Brushes

Machines with discs are 
ideal for daily cleaning in 
front-of-house areas. They 
are best suited to flat, even 
surfaces including marble and 
painted concrete. For different 
surfaces and different degrees 
of soiling Kärcher has fast 
change disc brushes ranging 
from very soft to hard.

Disc Pads

Textures ranging from soft 
to hard to suit different 
floor types and applications, 
from polishing to removing 
stubborn dirt and stains. 
Pads mount onto pad drive 
boards.

Suction Bars

A choice of straight or 
curved suction bars on 
walk-behind and ride-on 
machines to suit different 
floor types. Straight bars 
are suited to very flat floors 
while curved bars suit 
uneven floors and deep-
grouted floors.

Oil-Resistant Squeegees

Available for many Kärcher 
machines for use in oily and 
greasy environments like 
workshops, kitchens and 
manufacturing areas.

Detergent Dosing Meters

Save time and money 
by metering detergents 
accurately and without mess 
or waste. The right amount 
of detergent will clean more 
effectively.

Manual Cleaning Kit

The Mop kit includes a mop 
clip, a mop support and a 
bottle holder. The Box kit 
provides storage space for 
three bottles along with 
cloths, scrapers, spare 
rubbish bags, glove or any 
other manual tool you can 
think of.

Kärcher Fleet

Kärcher Fleet gives 
managers the opportunity 
to continually optimise their 
fleet. Used to monitor if the 
machines are being used 
according to plan and to 
inform managers in a timely 
manner in cases of violations 
of use or important machine 
conditions to pursue 
preventative management.

Diamond Pads

For coarse cleaning and 
restoration. Diamond pads 
can remove small scratches 
for a clean, high-gloss like 
new finish.

Super Grip and 
Oil Resistant Wheels

Various grades and 
compositions of wheels 
and tyres are available. Oil 
resistant wheels, for use in 
heavily contaminated areas, 
ensure maximum safety. To 
Super Grip wheels for high 
traction, perfectly suited 
for use in car parks or areas 
with steep gradients.

Safety Kits

From protective roofs, 
rotating beacons to working 
lights. A large number of 
safety kits are available 
to ensure machine can 
be safely used in any 
environment.

Spray Extraction Kits

Spray extraction kits are 
available on some machine 
that help clean in areas 
that are unaccessible to the 
machine.

Various Battery Options

A host of battery options 
are available, so that you 
can completely tailor the 
machine to your cleaning 
requirements.
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Other machines in the range You might also consider

120 Litre Walk-Behind 
Scrubber Drier

90 Litre Ride-On Scrubber 
Drier

Middle Class Hot Water 
Pressure Washer

100 Litre Ride-On 
Sweeper

Industrial Vacuum 
Cleaner

45 Litre Walk-Behind 
Sweeper
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The B 40 RS combines the productivity of Kärcher’s proven 
step-on design with the dimensions of a small walk behind 
machine. With unrivalled visibility, manoeuvrability and 
cleaning performance the B 40 RS brings unprecedented 
levels of convenience and productivity to the scrubber 
drier market.

STEP-ON SCRUBBER DRIER 
B 40 RS

�� All machine functions can be easily 

controlled with the Kärcher Easy 

Switch and the eco!efficiency mode 

increases cleaning efficiency by 

saving time, energy, water and 

cleaning agent.

Simple operation

�� The unit can be completely opened 

up, making it easy for day-to-

day maintenance checks. All of 

the components, displays, filling 

and emptying devices are clearly 

arranged and easily accessible - 

making them easy to clean.

Simple maintenance

�� The machine comes fitted with the 

Kärcher Auto-fill system. Allowing 

the operator to fill the machine 

quickly and automatically, allowing 

them to perform other tasks.

Kärcher Auto-fill

�� The B 40 RS has a turning circle 

of just 1.2m and with such a small 

foot print it can fit into the smallest 

of elevators or corridors.  The 

construction of the units makes it 

possible to clean right up to the 

edges. Even though it is small, one 

battery charge can clean up to 

2,500m2/h

Small and manoeuvrable

Technical Specification
Step-on scrubber drier B 40 RS

Working width (mm): 500 - 550

Fresh/Dirty water tank capacity (l): 40

Max area performance (m2/h): 2,350

Speed (km/h): 5



Interchangeable Heads

Kärcher’s interchangeable 
head system means one 
machine can be used for 
different cleaning tasks. 
Switch between roller or 
brush head, in different 
widths. Clean anything from 
a showroom to a workshop 
with the same machine.

Microfibre Technology

Microfibre pads and rollers 
are available for all Kärcher 
scrubber driers. They 
offer increased cleaning 
performance (up to 7 
times faster) and in many 
cases remove the need for 
detergents.

Roller Brushes

Roller brushes offer 
excellent cleaning results by 
combining high friction and 
high contact pressure.

Roller Pads

Kärcher’s wide range of 
roller pads are ideal for 
deep cleaning and removal 
of very stubborn dirt from a 
variety of floor types.

Cleaning Agents

Using the right cleaning 
agent to suit your floor type 
and usage will save money, 
improve appearance and 
increase the life of the floor. 
Kärcher cleaning agents are 
highly concentrated and 
deliver amazing results.

Spray Bottle

A tough, pump-action spray 
bottle featuring a brass 
nozzle for easy application 
of detergents straight onto 
the surface being cleaned.

Disc Brushes

Machines with discs are 
ideal for daily cleaning in 
front-of-house areas. They 
are best suited to flat, even 
surfaces including marble and 
painted concrete. For different 
surfaces and different degrees 
of soiling Kärcher has fast 
change disc brushes ranging 
from very soft to hard.

Disc Pads

Textures ranging from soft 
to hard to suit different 
floor types and applications, 
from polishing to removing 
stubborn dirt and stains. 
Pads mount onto pad drive 
boards.

Suction Bars

A choice of straight or 
curved suction bars on 
walk-behind and ride-on 
machines to suit different 
floor types. Straight bars 
are suited to very flat floors 
while curved bars suit 
uneven floors and deep-
grouted floors.

Oil-Resistant Squeegees

Available for many Kärcher 
machines for use in oily and 
greasy environments like 
workshops, kitchens and 
manufacturing areas.

Detergent Dosing Meters

Save time and money 
by metering detergents 
accurately and without mess 
or waste. The right amount 
of detergent will clean more 
effectively.

Manual Cleaning Kit

The Mop kit includes a mop 
clip, a mop support and a 
bottle holder. The Box kit 
provides storage space for 
three bottles along with 
cloths, scrapers, spare 
rubbish bags, glove or any 
other manual tool you can 
think of.

Kärcher Fleet

Kärcher Fleet gives 
managers the opportunity 
to continually optimise their 
fleet. Used to monitor if the 
machines are being used 
according to plan and to 
inform managers in a timely 
manner in cases of violations 
of use or important machine 
conditions to pursue 
preventative management.

Diamond Pads

For coarse cleaning and 
restoration. Diamond pads 
can remove small scratches 
for a clean, high-gloss like 
new finish.

Super Grip and 
Oil Resistant Wheels

Various grades and 
compositions of wheels 
and tyres are available. Oil 
resistant wheels, for use in 
heavily contaminated areas, 
ensure maximum safety. To 
Super Grip wheels for high 
traction, perfectly suited 
for use in car parks or areas 
with steep gradients.

Safety Kits

From protective roofs, 
rotating beacons to working 
lights. A large number of 
safety kits are available 
to ensure machine can 
be safely used in any 
environment.

Spray Extraction Kits

Spray extraction kits are 
available on some machine 
that help clean in areas 
that are unaccessible to the 
machine.

Various Battery Options

A host of battery options 
are available, so that you 
can completely tailor the 
machine to your cleaning 
requirements.
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Other machines in the range You might also consider

95 Litre Stand-On 
Machine

90 Litre Ride On Scrubber 
Drier

Middle Class Hot Water 
Pressure Washer

90 Litre Ride-On 
Sweeper

Wet & Dry Vacuum 
Cleaner

Carpet & Upholstery 
Cleaner
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Cable free, powerful and fast: the highly manoeuvrable 
offers a large working width and a polishing speed of 
2,000 rpm. Meaning that even the most stubborn marks 
can be easily removed.

STEP-ON POLISHER 
BDP 50/2000 RS

�� The BDP 50/2000 RS automatically 

adjusts the contact pressure of the 

pad, resulting in perfect cleaning 

results on all floor types or even 

when the pad starts to wear.

Automatic Pressure 

Adjustment

�� The machine features a vacuuming 

function which automatically 

collects the dust from under the 

pad, which is then collected into a 

filter bag for easy disposal.

Integrated vacuum system

�� All machine functions can be easily 

controlled with the Kärcher Easy 

Switch and the eco!efficiency 

mode automatically reduces the 

power consumption of the machine 

resulting in prolonged runtimes.

Simple operation

�� With a sound level of just 62.2 dB(A) 

the BDP 50/2000 RS is perfect for 

use in noise sensitive areas, such 

as schools, hospitals or retirement 

homes.

Very low operating noise

Technical Specification
Step-on Polisher BDP 50/2000 RS

Working width (mm): 530

Brush Speed (rpm): 2,000

Max area performance (m2/h): 2,250

Speed (km/h): 5



Interchangeable Heads

Kärcher’s interchangeable 
head system means one 
machine can be used for 
different cleaning tasks. 
Switch between roller or 
brush head, in different 
widths. Clean anything from 
a showroom to a workshop 
with the same machine.

Microfibre Technology

Microfibre pads and rollers 
are available for all Kärcher 
scrubber driers. They 
offer increased cleaning 
performance (up to 7 
times faster) and in many 
cases remove the need for 
detergents.

Roller Brushes

Roller brushes offer 
excellent cleaning results by 
combining high friction and 
high contact pressure.

Roller Pads

Kärcher’s wide range of 
roller pads are ideal for 
deep cleaning and removal 
of very stubborn dirt from a 
variety of floor types.

Cleaning Agents

Using the right cleaning 
agent to suit your floor type 
and usage will save money, 
improve appearance and 
increase the life of the floor. 
Kärcher cleaning agents are 
highly concentrated and 
deliver amazing results.

Spray Bottle

A tough, pump-action spray 
bottle featuring a brass 
nozzle for easy application 
of detergents straight onto 
the surface being cleaned.

Disc Brushes

Machines with discs are 
ideal for daily cleaning in 
front-of-house areas. They 
are best suited to flat, even 
surfaces including marble and 
painted concrete. For different 
surfaces and different degrees 
of soiling Kärcher has fast 
change disc brushes ranging 
from very soft to hard.

Disc Pads

Textures ranging from soft 
to hard to suit different 
floor types and applications, 
from polishing to removing 
stubborn dirt and stains. 
Pads mount onto pad drive 
boards.

Suction Bars

A choice of straight or 
curved suction bars on 
walk-behind and ride-on 
machines to suit different 
floor types. Straight bars 
are suited to very flat floors 
while curved bars suit 
uneven floors and deep-
grouted floors.

Oil-Resistant Squeegees

Available for many Kärcher 
machines for use in oily and 
greasy environments like 
workshops, kitchens and 
manufacturing areas.

Detergent Dosing Meters

Save time and money 
by metering detergents 
accurately and without mess 
or waste. The right amount 
of detergent will clean more 
effectively.

Manual Cleaning Kit

The Mop kit includes a mop 
clip, a mop support and a 
bottle holder. The Box kit 
provides storage space for 
three bottles along with 
cloths, scrapers, spare 
rubbish bags, glove or any 
other manual tool you can 
think of.

Kärcher Fleet

Kärcher Fleet gives 
managers the opportunity 
to continually optimise their 
fleet. Used to monitor if the 
machines are being used 
according to plan and to 
inform managers in a timely 
manner in cases of violations 
of use or important machine 
conditions to pursue 
preventative management.

Diamond Pads

For coarse cleaning and 
restoration. Diamond pads 
can remove small scratches 
for a clean, high-gloss like 
new finish.

Super Grip and 
Oil Resistant Wheels

Various grades and 
compositions of wheels 
and tyres are available. Oil 
resistant wheels, for use in 
heavily contaminated areas, 
ensure maximum safety. To 
Super Grip wheels for high 
traction, perfectly suited 
for use in car parks or areas 
with steep gradients.

Safety Kits

From protective roofs, 
rotating beacons to working 
lights. A large number of 
safety kits are available 
to ensure machine can 
be safely used in any 
environment.

Spray Extraction Kits

Spray extraction kits are 
available on some machine 
that help clean in areas 
that are unaccessible to the 
machine.

Various Battery Options

A host of battery options 
are available, so that you 
can completely tailor the 
machine to your cleaning 
requirements.
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You might also consider

Middle Class Hot Water 
Pressure Washer

Electric Broom 10 Litre Tub Vac Carpet & Upholstery 
Cleaner
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